Real property law for paralegals (2023)

the easy way to make sense of property law understanding property law is vital for all aspiring lawyers and legal professionals and property courses are foundational classes within all law schools property law for dummies tracks to a typical property law course and introduces you to property law and theory exploring different types of property interests particularly real property in approachable for dummies fashion this book gives you a better understanding of the important property law concepts and aids in the reading and analysis of cases statutes and regulations tracks to a typical property law course plain english explanations make it easier to grasp property law concepts serves as excellent supplemental reading for anyone preparing for their state s bar exam the information in property law for dummies benefits students enrolled in a property law course as well as non students landlords small business owners and government officials who want to know more about the ins and outs property law an innovative examination of the law s treatment of property this student textbook provides an extremely useful and readable account of general property law principles it draws on a wide range of materials on property rights in general and the english property law system in particular looking at all kinds of property not just land it includes the core legal source materials in property law along with excerpts from social science literature legal theory and economics many of which are not easily accessible to law students these materials are accompanied by a critical commentary as well as notes questions and suggestions for further reading it will be of interest to undergraduate property law students and to non law students taking property law modules in courses covering planning environmental law economics and estate management in the idea of property in law penner considers the concept of property and its place
in the legal environment penner proposes that the idea of property as a bundle of rights the right to possess the right to use the right to destroy etc is deficient as a concept failing to effectively characterise any particular sort of legal relation and evading attempts to decide which rights are critical to the bundle through a thorough exploration of property rules property rights and the interests which property serves and protects penner develops an alternative interpretation and goes on to consider how property interacts with the broader legal system part of the longman law series property law is an indispensable guide to all aspects of this compulsory subject it combines clear and engaging explanations of core property law principles with in depth analysis of key theoretical concepts enabling the student reader to both understand and evaluate modern land law doctrine in order to provide them with the best possible basis for their study of the subject considers how research in psychology offers new perspectives on property law and suggests avenues of reform property law governs the acquisition use and transfer of resources it resolves competing claims to property provides legal rules for transactions affords protection to property from interference by the state and determines remedies for injury to property rights in seeking to accomplish these goals the law of property is concerned with human cognition and behavior how do we allocate property both initially and over time and what factors determine the perceived fairness of those distributions what social and psychological forces underlie determinations that certain uses of property are reasonable what remedies do property owners prefer the psychology of property law explains how assumptions about human judgement decision making and behavior have shaped different property rules and examines to what extent these assumptions are supported by the research employing key findings from psychology the book considers whether property law s goals could be achieved more successfully with different rules in addition the book highlights property laws and conflicts that offer productive areas for further behaviorally informed research the book critically addresses several topics from property law for which psychology has a great deal to contribute these include ownership and possession legal protections for residential and personal property takings of property by the state redistribution through property law real estate transactions discrimination in housing and land use and
remedies for injury to property a radical new analysis of fundamental property principles which enables
students to make sense of an exciting and fast developing subject landmark cases in property law explores
the development of basic principles of property law in leading cases each chapter considers a case on land
personal property or intangibles discussing what that case contributes to the dominant themes of property
jurisprudence how are property rights acquired what is the content of property rights what are the limits or
boundaries of property how are property rights extinguished individually and collectively the chapters identify
a number of important themes for the doctrinal development of property institutions and their broader
justification these themes include the obscure and incremental development of seemingly foundational
principles the role of instrumentalism in property reasoning the influence of the law of tort on the scope of
property doctrines and the impact of roman legal reasoning on the common law of property one or more of
these themes and others is revealed through careful case analysis in each chapter and they are collected
and critically explored in the editors introductions this makes for a coherent and provocative collection and
ensures that landmark cases in property law will be lively and essential reading for scholars practitioners and
all those interested in the development of property principles at law this volume seeks to bring the concepts
and doctrines of property law into the philosophy of property it offers contributions from leading theorists of
property law the papers serve as introductions to many facets of philosophical work grounded in the law of
property and as cutting edge contributions to the scholarly literature this title offers an authoritative and
concise introduction to personal property law providing a definition of personal property law the author
demonstrates why an understanding of the principles of personal property is important why property law
needs globalization strategies local to global an institutional analysis land tangible goods monetary claims
investment securities intellectual property data and digital assets security interests and proprietary priorities in
insolvency acclaimed for its textual clarity and socially progressive perspective property law rules policies and
practices continues to serve as the foundation of an enlightening and effective course in its fourth edition this
thorough revision builds on the strengths that make the casebook so successful respected authorship of
professor joseph william singer a well known and highly regarded expert in the field exceptionally clear explication of property rules and concepts that helps to introduce important themes and elements of the law to first year students socially progressive yet even handed sensibility with strong ethical coverage unique among property casebooks balanced coverage of both traditional and non traditional topics combines all the bases of any property course such as access relation among neighbors common ownership leaseholds real estate transactions land use regulations and takings with interesting socio economic topics such as fair housing law tribal property and property in people slavery body parts frozen embryos etc cases and problems approach to teaching that promotes learning and stimulates class discussion sound organization to encourage efficient progress through the material excellent case selection focusing on recent cases and contemporary social problems thorough teacheriquest s manual including answers to problems and teaching tips author website law harvard edu faculty jsinger provides timely updates as well as a discussion board for professors changes for the fourth edition keep the casebook timely and teachable the entire book is fully updated to reflect changes in the law and emerging issues in various areas important new cases include bonnichsen v usda tahoe sierra preservation council inc v tahoe regional planning agency brown v legal foundation of washington wayne county v hathcock goodridge v dept of public health lingle v chevron u s a kelv city of new london and san remo hotel v city and county of san francisco in response to the significant changes in supreme court doctrine in the last several years the takings chapter is completely updated and reorganized to reflect the current state of the law modernized and tightened notes and problems throughout the book first published in 1999 this is the first of two books based on papers given at the conference organised by the centre for property law at reading in march 1998 under the title contemporary issues in property law speakers represented jurisdictions from around the world their subjects ranged from the theoretical and jurisprudential to the severely practical no one who attended the conference or subsequently reads the papers in this and the following book property law current issues and debates can believe in the picture of property law as archetypical dry as dust black letter law questions of human rights changes in
social structures technological developments are all shown to have their impact on property law calling for
careful analysis of the present law and practical proposals for reforms to reflect new developments property
law in the society of equals is an account of the property law and its justificatory foundations it begins with the
common worry that property is an inegalitarian institution and shows that contrary to the worry property is
actually an essential constituent of a society of equals property law is the solution to the problem of yours and
mine a moral problem about the impossibility of our relating to one another on terms of equality absent an
institution that allows us to have things as our own this understanding of property not only shows why
property is required for us to have equal relations it also provides a distinctive perspective on the ways in
which our current institutions of property are defective from their own internal point of view and require radical
reform the book uses this abstract account to explain contemporary property law the book explains private
law doctrines including trespass licence nuisance acquisition transfer tenancy the law of servitudes it also
illuminates the boundaries between property rights and personal rights and between property rights and
contract rights and explores various liminal cases of property through that lens in addition the book critiques
property internally showing how property’s justification requires a state to provide homes to all of its subjects
and showing how other parts of the public law of property including various forms of land use regulation
should be understood as part of the law of property rather than external limitations on it the purchase of this
ebook edition does not entitle you to receive access to the connected ebook on casebookconnect you will
need to purchase a new print book to get access to the full experience including lifetime access to the online
ebook with highlight annotation and search capabilities plus an outline tool and other helpful resources
perspectives on property law edited by robert c ellickson carol m rose and henry e smith is an interdisciplinary
introduction to property law and institutions through edited and annotated readings from classic and
contemporary sources entering its fifth edition perspectives on property law continues its track record of
success the authors supplement a wide selection of fascinating and essential readings on property law with
their own commentary this reader continues an approach tracing back to the landmark first edition bruce
ackerman's economic foundations of property law published in 1975 like all previous editions this edition contains many selections both classic and more recent in law and economics included selections are also taken from sociology psychology history philosophy gender studies game theory and law and literature new to the 5th edition richard brooks's article on the dangers of racial discrimination from non enforceable restrictive covenants yun chien chang's chapter from a global comparative study questioning the basis for adverse possession thomas w merrill's article on the economics of leasing henry e smith's article on equity as meta law and f h lawson's article on the creative use of legal concepts professors and students will benefit from an assemblage of leading writings on the fundamental issues of property law each selection is accompanied by notes questions and commentary designed to deepen student understanding a well known and respected author team what are the contemporary challenges faced by property law as we enter the 2nd decade of the 21st century this collection brings together the research and perspectives of an international body of academics and practitioners to consider these challenges and how even familiar topics must develop to meet new demands and developments as with previous books in the modern studies in property law series this volume adopts a broad approach to topics encompassed by property law in the firm belief that the boundaries that divide are shadowy at best and constantly moving in the endeavour to keep up with what is modern this collection looks at 5 themes comparative perspectives including a chapter on grazing and cropping rights in northern ireland and analysis of the anomalies of the english trust law as seen from a civil law perspective taking and alienating property including a chapter on bankruptcy and the family home modern dilemmas including chapters on trusts in virtual currency and on smart homes old chestnuts new challenges including analysis of the mortgage law reform in scotland and a chapter on the ouster principle in common law jurisdictions and wills death and other morbid topics with chapters on english succession law and the role of knowledge and approval in retrospective assessments of capacity unfortunately the covid 19 pandemic prevented the 13th biennial conference being held in 2020 as planned but despite this the authors and co editors persevered to produce this interesting and diverse collection this volume is the eighth
instalment in the property law perspectives series produced by the young property lawyers forum yplf net a
global network of early career property law scholars this volume presents the carefully curated highlights of
two consecutive conferences held virtually in 2021 and 2022 a broad range of property law topics are
covered in this book within the three themes of property and sustainability property and society in
extraordinary times and property law for the future the chapters have been submitted by talented young
researchers from jurisdictions around the world including italy peru and south africa with each chapter
providing an interesting analysis of an important aspect of property law this book merits the attention of every
student and academic interested in new developments in property scholarship as well as of legal practitioners
looking to place societal developments into a legal context about the editors jill robbie is senior lecturer in law
at the university of glasgow she is co founder of the yplf and her research interest lies within property law and
natural resources flore vavourakis is a phd candidate at the ku leuven institute for property law in belgium her
research concentrates on private water law and environmental law from an interdisciplinary perspective víðir
smári petersen is an associate professor of commercial law at the university of iceland and an external phd
candidate at the university of maastricht his main research interests are in the field of property law and law of
obligations víðir also holds positions outside of academia including being a member of the housing
complaints committee which deals with disputes in the areas of lease law and condominium law ivan
allegranti is a phd candidate in civil law at the university of camerino in italy his primary research interests are
related to the right to remain in one s own homeland particularly triggered by natural hazards he is a member
of several scientific associations including finance watch and youngo unfccc advocating both within the
academic community and among the general public for the birth of an effective legal framework that ensures
everyone s right to remain in their own homeland aleksa radonji? is an assistant professor at the union
university law school belgrade serbia where he teaches property law and consumer law he is currently a co
chair of the board of advice of the yplf some of the most basic doctrines of property law are very old many
dating to the medieval era how can legal rules that were born so long ago remain viable today in reappraisals
in the law of property author John V Orth considers various topics in order to discover the forces that have been made and are continuing to remake these areas of the law. Orth proposes three forces in particular that have shaped the development of property law over time: the inertial force of tradition, the reforming power of judicial and legislative activism, and the constant challenge of academic criticism. Together, these themes form the foundation of a critical and challenging work that re-evaluates property law and demonstrates both its enduring consistency and the unique and often drastic ways in which it has evolved in the modern era.

Shortlisted for the Peter Birks Prize for Outstanding Legal Scholarship 2009, in its essence, property law has to provide answers to two very difficult questions: who is entitled to use property and how are they entitled to use it? Property law is therefore inherently difficult but not impossibly so; it consists of an ordered and logical system which aims to take the sting out of fierce disputes. This book provides a new perspective on property law by setting out an underlying structure that allows the reader to understand the fundamental principles of this difficult subject. It provides detailed coverage of individual topics, shows how those principles apply in practice, and provides a comprehensive resource for anyone studying, teaching, researching, or practising in property law.

The book is written in an accessible style with frequent summaries and makes use of helpful visual aids. It is ideal reading for law students seeking a rock solid understanding of how property law and land law work and contains sufficient detail for use as a course book in property law, land law, personal property law. The book also provides detailed analysis of core topics in equity, trusts, commercial law, unjust enrichment, restitution, see the companion website for this book.

A treasury of law relating to many different types of property in the South Pacific region, an area of cultural diversity, economic development, and strong tradition while land remains of key significance, other forms of property from custom property to intellectual property are also important. The Oxford Introductions to U.S. Law: Property provides both a bird's-eye overview of property law and an introduction to how property law affects larger concerns with individual autonomy, personhood, and economic organization. Written by two authorities on property law, this book gives students of property a coherent
account of how property law works with an emphasis on describing the central issues and policy debates it is
designed for law students who want a short and theoretically integrated treatment of the subject as well as for
lawyers who are interested in the conceptual foundations of the law of property property law is concerned
with a wider variety of rights obligations and interests than most other areas of law and can prove daunting to
those studying the subject for the first time commonwealth caribbean property law sets out in a clear and
concise manner the central principles of the law of real property in the region in order to guide students
through this often complex core subject area in this new edition the book has been fully revised and updated
to include important new case law from the various caribbean jurisdictions and an expanded appendix of
working documents with comprehensive coverage of the main topics studied by undergraduates such as
leases co ownership restrictive covenants easements mortgages and land sale this textbook is essential
reading for llb students in caribbean universities and students on cape law courses the extensive coverage of
land law from a caribbean perspective and analysis of the substantive laws of several jurisdictions will also
make this text an invaluable reference tool for practitioners this comprehensive text covers all of the materials
relevant to property law in a detailed and thorough manner the second edition examines the basic tenants of
property law as well as specific property interests such as land interests and the way in which these interests
are conveyed registered and co ordinated the book considers the development of native title as a legally
recognised form of property in australia and how such an interest sits within the common law and statutory
infrastructure principles of property law is a vital book for students studying this complex area and is also a
valuable addition to the library of academics and practitioners interested in this field the area of law that
controls the various types of ownership in personal property and real estate is known as property law
property indicates the legally protected claims to resources like land personal property and intellectual
property it can be exchanged through contract law if the laws of property are violated one can sue under tort
law in order to protect it the concept idea and philosophy of property form the basis of property law there are
two views on property rights these views are the traditional view and the bundle of rights view the traditional
view believes that there is a core and inherent meaning in the concept of property the bundle of rights view believes that the owner of the property only has bundle of permissible uses over the property this book unfolds the innovative aspects of property law which will be crucial for the progress of this field in the future it provides significant information of this discipline to help develop a good understanding of the property law and related fields the topics covered in this book offer the readers new insights in the field of property law with the publication of singer s introduction to property there is finally an overview that is understandable to students and acceptable to instructors this clear and accessible text addresses all the classic and contemporary topics found in the traditional first year property course when you examine introduction to property be sure to notice comprehensive coverage includes the fair housing act personal property and intellectual property clear textual treatment describes the often complicated or antiquated laws of property in a lively contemporary manner with numerous helpful examples emphasis is on disagreements among the states on the applicable rules of property law with explanations of the conflicting interests that generate divergent approaches explanations of the norms and policy bases of property law give a balanced account of the various theoretical approaches and enable students to understand the reasoning behind the law students who use introduction to property will be better prepared for class and for exams because the book teaches real world analytical skills not just how to memorize the black letter law singer presents arguments for interpreting the issues from different perspectives then poses hypotheticals for students to consider the text can be used with singer s successful casebook as well as any other casebook or materials this is a great multi pack consisting of property law 4e 0582473241 and property law cases and materials 2e 0582473381 revised edition of property law joseph william singer 5th edition c2010 understand and evaluate modern land law doctrine property law longman law series 10th edition by roger j smith is an indispensable guide to all aspects of this essential subject it combines clear and engaging explanations of core property law principles with in depth analysis of key theoretical concepts making it easily accessible to both undergraduates and those pursuing more advanced studies this package contains 9781405807449 smith property law cases and
materials 9781405846844 edwards trusts and equity 9781405840217 law express land law 9781405821926
law express equity trusts lively entertaining current cases make it enjoyable to learn the fundamentals of
property law who keeps the 82 000 of abandoned drug money found in the gas tank of a vehicle sold by the u
s to an innocent purchaser who is entitled to the engagement ring when a marriage doesn’t take place is it
really possible for a neighborhood group to gain title to a 3 3 million piece of land in new york city by adverse
possession what authority do us courts have over the ownership rights to sunken treasure found outside the
territorial jurisdiction of any country what are the special things to watch for when buying a condominium or a
time share estate what about mortgages easements deeds water rights land use restrictions landlord tenant
relationships and environmental regulations these and many other important topics of basic property law are
covered in memorable recent cases included in this book it turns out that property law is fascinating this
casebook covers the philosophy and concepts of personal property law and the impact of evolving business
practices on the development of the law a concise and student friendly study guide inside property law what
matters and why emphasizes the essential components of property law how they fit together and why explicit
pedagogical features include graphics sidebars and frequently asked questions among others to guide
comprehension and reinforce learning along with an attractive two color page design inside property law what
matters and why features basic coverage of the main themes of property law what matters and why a variety
of pedagogical elements that enhance learning and facilitate use overviews that briefly introduce and position
the topic of each chapter within the context of the course to convey to students what the topic is about and
why it matters faqs or frequently asked questions with straightforward answers that address common
mistakes and misconceptions sidebars that serve different purposes such as explaining terminology offering
additional insights providing study tips or practice pointers charts and other visual aids that illustrate concepts
key terms are highlighted and defined in the text chapter summaries a list of key points to remind students of
the essentials connections brief sections at the end of each chapter that connect the material just covered to
topics in other chapters and in chapters to follow showing students the interconnected structure of the law s
framework a clear and informal writing style from the authors of the popular workbook estates in land and future interests which clearly lays out an intricate area of property law inside property law what matters and why complements the coverage in the best selling casebook property sixth edition by dukeminier krier alexander and schill and provides multiple platforms for testing and reinforcing student understanding and retention if you have students who could use help with their casebook assignments you can confidently refer them to inside property law what matters and why a teacher s manual may be available for this book teacher s manuals are a professional courtesy offered to professors only for more information or to request a copy please contact aspen publishers at 800 950 5259 or legaledu wolterskluwer com this book contains a collection of peer reviewed papers presented at the eleventh biennial modern studies in property law conference held at queen s university belfast in april 2016 it is the ninth volume to be published under the name of the conference the conference and its published proceedings have become an established forum for property lawyers from around the world to showcase current research in the discipline this collection reflects the diversity and contemporary relevance of modern research in property law following a foreword from the keynote speaker at the conference queen s alumnus lord kerr of tonaghmore the chapters address a range of issues from the nature of land law and property rights through claims to the home and digital assets to the growing debate on the nature of public property collectively the chapters demonstrate the vibrancy and importance of property law in dealing with modern concerns across the common law world this book covers the foundations of uk property law consisting of land equity law this covers many essential sections such as what is land what is title what is possession leases licenses easements freehold leasehold covenants co ownership registered unregistered land proprietary remedies what are trusts expres trusts implied trusts trustees powers duties doctrine of overriding overreaching interests tracing unincorporated associations and many more through the use of examples and simplistic definitions this is a student written guide to make tackling land equity as simple as possible case facts judgements and commentary are all provided giving you the necessary knowledge to ace your land or equity exams coupled with light humour to make studying a lot
more bearable this guide supports you step by step to understanding property law its concepts the relevant definitions and content this is really and truly unique in that it is truly engaging and simple to follow and understand it s like the cgp revision guide for property law lamya al yazdi year 2 llb at soas university of london this important research review considers the seminal legal articles in property law and its subtopics published during the 20th and 21st centuries the coverage is broad as comprehensive as possible ranging from theoretical to practical and doctrinal the authors of the pieces under discussion are primarily american and all stand as leading figures in their respective fields the text places its focus on topics of current interest including economic and non economic theories of property the takings problem and the reform of the law of land use servitudes this volume is the seventh instalment in the property law perspectives series produced by the young property lawyers forum yplf net a global network of young property law scholars this volume presents the carefully curated highlights of two consecutive conferences held at the university of maastricht and the university of glasgow a broad range of property law topics are covered in this book within the three themes of objects of property rights property and justice and property and land the chapters have been submitted by talented young researchers from jurisdictions around the world including serbia chile and south africa with each chapter providing an interesting analysis of an important aspect of property law this book merits the attention of every student and academic interested in new developments in property scholarship as well as of legal practitioners looking to place societal developments into a legal context the law of personal property covers a very wide spectrum of scenarios and has had little detailed scrutiny of its overarching structure over the years this is a shame it is a system and can best be understood as a system indeed without understanding it as a system it becomes much more difficult to understand this new textbook is intended to provide a comprehensive and yet detailed coverage of the law of personal property in england and wales it includes transfer of legal title to chattels the nemo dat rule negotiable instruments and assignment of choses in action it also looks at defective transfers of property and the resulting proprietary claims including those contingent on tracing the tort of conversion bailment and security interests by bringing
together areas often scattered throughout company law commercial law trusts and tort textbooks it enables readers to see common themes and issues and to make otherwise impossible generalisations across different contexts about the nature of the concepts english law applies throughout the book concepts are explained rigorously with reference to how they are used in commercial practice and everyday life the book will be of use to students on undergraduate commercial law courses or related llm courses as well as those on integrated property law courses and particularly specialised personal property modules it will also be useful to academics and practitioners working in the area an examination of issues relating to reform of property law ranging from historical and comparative to the critical discussion of special current proposals lexisnexis study guide property law 2nd edition is designed to assist students in learning the foundations for effective systematic exam preparation and revision each chapter clearly identifies and explains complex concepts within property law to help students with their understanding the most important and up to date cases are summarised to consolidate practical understanding of the theoretical concepts this new edition incorporates updated content and provides students with the key cases and commentary needed for success in property law exams features oÂeo this text simplifies exam study by providing students with the key cases and commentary needed for success in property law exams oÂeo students remember more with the help of short and concise paragraphs bullet pointed summaries and tables

Property Law For Dummies 2013-01-29 the easy way to make sense of property law understanding property law is vital for all aspiring lawyers and legal professionals and property courses are foundational classes within all law schools property law for dummies tracks to a typical property law course and introduces you to property law and theory exploring different types of property interests particularly real property in approachable for dummies fashion this book gives you a better understanding of the important property law concepts and aids in the reading and analysis of cases statutes and regulations tracks to a typical property law course plain english explanations make it easier to grasp property law concepts serves as excellent
supplemental reading for anyone preparing for their state's bar exam the information in property law for
Dummies benefits students enrolled in a property law course as well as non-students landlords small
business owners and government officials who want to know more about the ins and outs property law

Property Law 2005-12-01 an innovative examination of the law's treatment of property this student textbook
provides an extremely useful and readable account of general property law principles it draws on a wide
range of materials on property rights in general and the English property law system in particular looking at all
kinds of property not just land it includes the core legal source materials in property law along with excerpts
from social science literature legal theory and economics many of which are not easily accessible to law
students these materials are accompanied by a critical commentary as well as notes questions and
suggestions for further reading it will be of interest to undergraduate property law students and to non-law
students taking property law modules in courses covering planning environmental law economics and estate
management

The Idea of Property in Law 1997 in the idea of property in law penner considers the concept of property
and its place in the legal environment penner proposes that the idea of property as a bundle of rights the right
to possess the right to use the right to destroy etc is deficient as a concept failing to effectively characterise
any particular sort of legal relation and evading attempts to decide which rights are critical to the bundle
through a thorough exploration of property rules property rights and the interests which property serves and
protects penner develops an alternative interpretation and goes on to consider how property interacts with the
broader legal system

Property Law 2017-05-04 part of the longman law series property law is an indispensable guide to all
aspects of this compulsory subject it combines clear and engaging explanations of core property law
principles with in depth analysis of key theoretical concepts enabling the student reader to both understand
and evaluate modern land law doctrine in order to provide them with the best possible basis for their study of
the subject
The Psychology of Property Law 2020-02-25 considers how research in psychology offers new perspectives on property law and suggests avenues of reform. Property law governs the acquisition, use, and transfer of resources; it resolves competing claims to property, provides legal rules for transactions, affords protection to property from interference by the state, and determines remedies for injury to property rights. In seeking to accomplish these goals, the law of property is concerned with human cognition and behavior. How do we allocate property both initially and over time, and what factors determine the perceived fairness of those distributions? What social and psychological forces underlie determinations that certain uses of property are reasonable? What remedies do property owners prefer? The psychology of property law explains how assumptions about human judgement, decision making, and behavior have shaped different property rules and examines to what extent these assumptions are supported by the research employing key findings from psychology. The book considers whether property law's goals could be achieved more successfully with different rules. In addition, the book highlights property laws and conflicts that offer productive areas for further behaviorally informed research. The book critically addresses several topics from property law for which psychology has a great deal to contribute. These include ownership and possession, legal protections for residential and personal property, takings of property by the state, redistribution through property law, real estate transactions, discrimination in housing and land use, and remedies for injury to property.

Principles of Property Law 2020-06-11 is a radical new analysis of fundamental property principles, which enables students to make sense of an exciting and fast-developing subject.

Landmark Cases in Property Law 2015-06-25 explores the development of basic principles of property law in leading cases. Each chapter considers a case on land, personal property, or intangibles, discussing what that case contributes to the dominant themes of property jurisprudence. How are property rights acquired? What is the content of property rights? What are the limits or boundaries of property? How are property rights extinguished? Individually and collectively, the chapters identify a number of important themes for the doctrinal development of property institutions and their broader justification.
include the obscure and incremental development of seemingly foundational principles the role of instrumentalism in property reasoning the influence of the law of tort on the scope of property doctrines and the impact of roman legal reasoning on the common law of property one or more of these themes and others is revealed through careful case analysis in each chapter and they are collected and critically explored in the editors introductions this makes for a coherent and provocative collection and ensures that landmark cases in property law will be lively and essential reading for scholars practitioners and all those interested in the development of property principles at law

*Philosophical Foundations of Property Law* 2013-11 this volume seeks to bring the concepts and doctrines of property law into the philosophy of property it offers contributions from leading theorists of property law the papers serve as introductions to many facets of philosophical work grounded in the law of property and as cutting edge contributions to the scholarly literature

*Personal Property Law* 2015 this title offers an authoritative and concise introduction to personal property law providing a definition of personal property law the author demonstrates why an understanding of the principles of personal property is important

*Property Law in a Globalizing World* 2019-01-17 why property law needs globalization strategies local to global an institutional analysis land tangible goods monetary claims investment securities intellectual property data and digital assets security interests and proprietary priorities in insolvency

*Property Law* 2006 acclaimed for its textual clarity and socially progressive perspective property law rules policies and practices continues to serve as the foundation of an enlightening and effective course in its fourth edition this thorough revision builds on the strengths that make the casebook so successful respected authorship of professor joseph william singer a well known and highly regarded expert in the field exceptionally clear explication of property rules and concepts that helps to introduce important themes and elements of the law to first year students socially progressive yet even handed sensibility with strong ethical coverage unique among property casebooks balanced coverage of both traditional and non traditional topics
combines all the bases of any property course such as access relation among neighbors common ownership leaseholds real estate transactions land use regulations and takings with interesting socio economic topics such as fair housing law tribal property and property in people slavery body parts frozen embryos etc cases and problems approach to teaching that promotes learning and stimulates class discussion sound organization to encourage efficient progress through the material excellent case selection focusing on recent cases and contemporary social problems thorough teacheriquest s manual including answers to problems and teaching tips author website law harvard edu faculty jsinger provides timely updates as well as a discussion board for professors changes for the fourth edition keep the casebook timely and teachable the entire book is fully updated to reflect changes in the law and emerging issues in various areas important new cases include bonnichsen v usda tahoe sierra preservation council inc v tahoe regional planning agency brown v legal foundation of washington wayne county v hathcock goodridge v dept of public health lingle v chevron u s a kelo v city of new london and san remo hotel v city and county of san francisco in response to the significant changes in supreme court doctrine in the last several years the takings chapter is completely updated and reorganized to reflect the current state of the law modernized and tightened notes and problems throughout the book

Contemporary Property Law 2018-12-17 first published in 1999 this is the first of two books based on papers given at the conference organised by the centre for property law at reading in march 1998 under the title contemporary issues in property law speakers represented jurisdictions from around the world their subjects ranged from the theoretical and jurisprudential to the severely practical no one who attended the conference or subsequently reads the papers in this and the following book property law current issues and debates can believe in the picture of property law as archetypical dry as dust black letter law questions of human rights changes in social structures technological developments are all shown to have their impact on property law calling for careful analysis of the present law and practical proposals for reforms to reflect new developments

Understanding Property Law 1987 property law in the society of equals is an account of the property law
and its justificatory foundations it begins with the common worry that property is an inegalitarian institution and shows that contrary to the worry property is actually an essential constituent of a society of equals property law is the solution to the problem of yours and mine a moral problem about the impossibility of our relating to one another on terms of equality absent an institution that allows us to have things as our own this understanding of property not only shows why property is required for us to have equal relations it also provides a distinctive perspective on the ways in which our current institutions of property are defective from their own internal point of view and require radical reform the book uses this abstract account to explain contemporary property law the book explains private law doctrines including trespass licence nuisance acquisition transfer tenancy the law of servitudes it also illuminates the boundaries between property rights and personal rights and between property rights and contract rights and explores various liminal cases of property through that lens in addition the book critiques property internally showing how property s justification requires a state to provide homes to all of its subjects and showing how other parts of the public law of property including various forms of land use regulation should be understood as part of the law of property rather than external limitations on it

Property Law in the Society of Equals 2024 the purchase of this ebook edition does not entitle you to receive access to the connected ebook on casebookconnect you will need to purchase a new print book to get access to the full experience including lifetime access to the online ebook with highlight annotation and search capabilities plus an outline tool and other helpful resources perspectives on property law edited by robert c ellickson carol m rose and henry e smith is an interdisciplinary introduction to property law and institutions through edited and annotated readings from classic and contemporary sources entering its fifth edition perspectives on property law continues its track record of success the authors supplement a wide selection of fascinating and essential readings on property law with their own commentary this reader continues an approach tracing back to the landmark first edition bruce ackerman s economic foundations of property law published in 1975 like all previous editions this edition contains many selections both classic and
more recent in law and economics included selections are also taken from sociology psychology history philosophy gender studies game theory and law and literature new to the 5th edition richard brooks s article on the dangers of racial discrimination from non enforceable restrictive covenants yun chien chang s chapter from a global comparative study questioning the basis for adverse possession thomas w merrill s article on the economics of leasing henry e smith s article on equity as meta law and f h lawson s article on the creative use of legal concepts professors and students will benefit from an assemblage of leading writings on the fundamental issues of property law each selection is accompanied by notes questions and commentary designed to deepen student understanding a well known and respected author team

**Perspectives on Property Law** 2023-02-01 what are the contemporary challenges faced by property law as we enter the 2nd decade of the 21st century this collection brings together the research and perspectives of an international body of academics and practitioners to consider these challenges and how even familiar topics must develop to meet new demands and developments as with previous books in the modern studies in property law series this volume adopts a broad approach to topics encompassed by property law in the firm belief that the boundaries that divide are shadowy at best and constantly moving in the endeavour to keep up with what is modern this collection looks at 5 themes comparative perspectives including a chapter on grazing and cropping rights in northern ireland and analysis of the anomalies of the english trust law as seen from a civil law perspective taking and alienating property including a chapter on bankruptcy and the family home modern dilemmas including chapters on trusts in virtual currency and on smart homes old chestnuts new challenges including analysis of the mortgage law reform in scotland and a chapter on the ouster principle in common law jurisdictions and wills death and other morbid topics with chapters on english succession law and the role of knowledge and approval in retrospective assessments of capacity unfortunately the covid 19 pandemic prevented the 13th biennial conference being held in 2020 as planned but despite this the authors and co editors persevered to produce this interesting and diverse collection

**Modern Studies in Property Law, Volume 11** 2021-07-29 this volume is the eighth instalment in the property
law perspectives series produced by the young property lawyers forum yplf net a global network of early career property law scholars this volume presents the carefully curated highlights of two consecutive conferences held virtually in 2021 and 2022 a broad range of property law topics are covered in this book within the three themes of property and sustainability property and society in extraordinary times and property law for the future the chapters have been submitted by talented young researchers from jurisdictions around the world including italy peru and south africa with each chapter providing an interesting analysis of an important aspect of property law this book merits the attention of every student and academic interested in new developments in property scholarship as well as of legal practitioners looking to place societal developments into a legal context about the editors jill robbie is senior lecturer in law at the university of glasgow she is co founder of the yplf and her research interest lies within property law and natural resources flore vavourakis is a phd candidate at the ku leuven institute for property law in belgium her research concentrates on private water law and environmental law from an interdisciplinary perspective víðir smári petersen is an associate professor of commercial law at the university of iceland and an external phd candidate at the university of maastricht his main research interests are in the field of property law and law of obligations víðir also holds positions outside of academia including being a member of the housing complaints committee which deals with disputes in the areas of lease law and condominium law ivan allegranti is a phd candidate in civil law at the university of camerino in italy his primary research interests are related to the right to remain in one s own homeland particularly triggered by natural hazards he is a member of several scientific associations including finance watch and youngo unfccc advocating both within the academic community and among the general public for the birth of an effective legal framework that ensures everyone s right to remain in their own homeland aleksa radonji? is an assistant professor at the union university law school belgrade serbia where he teaches property law and consumer law he is currently a co chair of the board of advice of the yplf

Property Law Perspectives VIII 2023-09-05 some of the most basic doctrines of property law are very old
many dating to the medieval era how can legal rules that were born so long ago remain viable today in reappraisals in the law of property author john v orth considers various topics in order to discover the forces that have been made and are continuing to remake these areas of the law orth proposes three forces in particular that have shaped the development of property law over time the inertial force of tradition the reforming power of judicial and legislative activism and the constant challenge of academic criticism together these themes form the foundation of a critical and challenging work one that re evaluates property law and demonstrates both its enduring consistency and the unique and often drastic ways in which it has evolved in the modern era

Reappraisals in the Law of Property 2016-04-08 shortlisted for the peter birks prize for outstanding legal scholarship 2009 in its essence property law has to provide answers to two very difficult questions who is entitled to use property and how are they entitled to use it property law is therefore inherently difficult but not impossibly so it consists of an ordered and logical system which aims to take the sting out of fierce disputes this book provides a new perspective on property law by setting out an underlying structure it allows the reader to understand the fundamental principles of this difficult subject by providing detailed coverage of individual topics it shows how those principles apply in practice and provides a comprehensive resource for anyone studying teaching researching or practising in property law the book is written in an accessible style with frequent summaries and in both its pages and companion web site it makes use of helpful visual aids it is ideal reading for law students seeking a rock solid understanding of how property law and land law work and contains sufficient detail for use as a course book in property law land law personal property law the book also provides detailed analysis of core topics in equity trusts commercial law unjust enrichment restitution see the companion website for this book hartpub co uk companion propertylaw html

The Structure of Property Law 2008-07-09 a treasury of law relating to many different types of property in the south pacific region an area of cultural diversity economic development and strong tradition while land remains of key significance other forms of property from custom property to intellectual property are also
important

**South Pacific Property Law** 2013-03-04 the oxford introductions to u s law property provides both a bird s eye overview of property law and an introduction to how property law affects larger concerns with individual autonomy personhood and economic organization written by two authorities on property law this book gives students of property a coherent account of how property law works with an emphasis on describing the central issues and policy debates it is designed for law students who want a short and theoretically integrated treatment of the subject as well as for lawyers who are interested in the conceptual foundations of the law of property

**The Oxford Introductions to U.S. Law** 2010-04-21 property law is concerned with a wider variety of rights obligations and interests than most other areas of law and can prove daunting to those studying the subject for the first time commonwealth caribbean property law sets out in a clear and concise manner the central principles of the law of real property in the region in order to guide students through this often complex core subject area in this new edition the book has been fully revised and updated to include important new case law from the various caribbean jurisdictions and an expanded appendix of working documents with comprehensive coverage of the main topics studied by undergraduates such as leases co ownership restrictive covenants easements mortgages and land sale this textbook is essential reading for llb students in caribbean universities and students on cape law courses the extensive coverage of land law from a caribbean perspective and analysis of the substantive laws of several jurisdictions will also make this text an invaluable reference tool for practitioners

**Commonwealth Caribbean Property Law** 2014-10-03 this comprehensive text covers all of the materials relevant to property law in a detailed and thorough manner the second edition examines the basic tenants of property law as well as specific property interests such as land interests and the way in which these interests are conveyed registered and co ordinated the book considers the development of native title as a legally recognised form of property in australia and how such an interest sits within the common law and statutory
infrastructure principles of property law is a vital book for students studying this complex area and is also a valuable addition to the library of academics and practitioners interested in this field

*Principles of Property Law* 2001 the area of law that controls the various types of ownership in personal property and real estate is known as property law property indicates the legally protected claims to resources like land personal property and intellectual property it can be exchanged through contract law if the laws of property are violated one can sue under tort law in order to protect it the concept idea and philosophy of property form the basis of property law there are two views on property rights these views are the traditional view and the bundle of rights view the traditional view believes that there is a core and inherent meaning in the concept of property the bundle of rights view believes that the owner of the property only has bundle of permissible uses over the property this book unfolds the innovative aspects of property law which will be crucial for the progress of this field in the future it provides significant information of this discipline to help develop a good understanding of the property law and related fields the topics covered in this book offer the readers new insights in the field of property law

*Understanding Property Law* 2021-11-16 with the publication of singer’s introduction to property there is finally an overview that is understandable to students and acceptable to instructors this clear and accessible text addresses all the classic and contemporary topics found in the traditional first year property course when you examine introduction to property be sure to notice comprehensive coverage includes the fair housing act personal property and intellectual property clear textual treatment describes the often complicated or antiquated laws of property in a lively contemporary manner with numerous helpful examples emphasis is on disagreements among the states on the applicable rules of property law with explanations of the conflicting interests that generate divergent approaches explanations of the norms and policy bases of property law give a balanced account of the various theoretical approaches and enable students to understand the reasoning behind the law students who use introduction to property will be better prepared for class and for exams because the book teaches real world analytical skills not just how to memorize the black letter law singer
presents arguments for interpreting the issues from different perspectives then poses hypotheticals for students to consider. The text can be used with Singer's successful casebook as well as any other casebook or materials.

*Introduction to Property* 2001: This is a great multi-pack consisting of Property Law 4e 0582473241 and Property Law Cases and Materials 2e 0582473381.


Joseph William Singer 5th edition c2010

*Property Law* 2014: Understand and evaluate modern land law doctrine. Property Law Longman Law Series 10th edition by Roger J. Smith is an indispensable guide to all aspects of this essential subject. It combines clear and engaging explanations of core property law principles with in-depth analysis of key theoretical concepts, making it easily accessible to both undergraduates and those pursuing more advanced studies.


Valuepack: Property Law Cases and Materials/Trusts and Equity/Law Express: Land Law 1st Edition/Law Express 2007-09-11: Lively entertaining current cases make it enjoyable to learn the fundamentals of property law. Who keeps the $82,000 of abandoned drug money found in the gas tank of a vehicle sold by the U.S. to an innocent purchaser who is entitled to the engagement ring when a marriage doesn't take place? Is it really possible for a neighborhood group to gain title to a $3 million piece of land in New York City by adverse possession? What authority do U.S. courts have over the ownership rights to sunken treasure found outside the territorial jurisdiction of any country? What are the special things to watch for when buying a condominium or a time-share estate? What about mortgages, easements, deeds, water rights, land use restrictions, landlord-tenant relationships, and environmental regulations? These and many other important topics of basic property law are covered in memorable recent cases included in this book. It turns out that property law is fascinating.
Contemporary Property Law 2018-12 this casebook covers the philosophy and concepts of personal property law and the impact of evolving business practices on the development of the law.

Real Property Law 1965 a concise and student friendly study guide inside property law what matters and why emphasizes the essential components of property law how they fit together and why explicit pedagogical features include graphics sidebars and frequently asked questions among others to guide comprehension and reinforce learning along with an attractive two color page design inside property law what matters and why features basic coverage of the main themes of property law what matters and why a variety of pedagogical elements that enhance learning and facilitate use overviews that briefly introduce and position the topic of each chapter within the context of the course to convey to students what the topic is about and why it matters faqs or frequently asked questions with straightforward answers that address common mistakes and misconceptions sidebars that serve different purposes such as explaining terminology offering additional insights providing study tips or practice pointers charts and other visual aids that illustrate concepts key terms are highlighted and defined in the text chapter summaries a list of key points to remind students of the essentials connections brief sections at the end of each chapter that connect the material just covered to topics in other chapters and in chapters to follow showing students the interconnected structure of the law’s framework a clear and informal writing style from the authors of the popular workbook estates in land and future interests which clearly lays out an intricate area of property law inside property law what matters and why complements the coverage in the best selling casebook property sixth edition by dukeminier krier alexander and schill and provides multiple platforms for testing and reinforcing student understanding and retention if you have students who could use help with their casebook assignments you can confidently refer them to inside property law what matters and why a teacher’s manual may be available for this book teacher’s manuals are a professional courtesy offered to professors only for more information or to request a copy please contact aspen publishers at 800 950 5259 or legaledu wolterskluwer com.

Personal Property Law 2000-08 this book contains a collection of peer reviewed papers presented at the
eleventh biennial modern studies in property law conference held at queen’s university belfast in april 2016 it is the ninth volume to be published under the name of the conference the conference and its published proceedings have become an established forum for property lawyers from around the world to showcase current research in the discipline this collection reflects the diversity and contemporary relevance of modern research in property law following a foreword from the keynote speaker at the conference queen’s alumnus lord kerr of tonaghmore the chapters address a range of issues from the nature of land law and property rights through claims to the home and digital assets to the growing debate on the nature of public property collectively the chapters demonstrate the vibrancy and importance of property law in dealing with modern concerns across the common law world

Inside Property Law 2009 this book covers the foundations of uk property law consisting of land equity law this covers many essential sections such as what is land what is title what is possession leases licenses easements freehold leasehold covenants co ownership registered unregistered land proprietary remedies what are trusts expres trusts implied trusts trustees powers duties doctrine of overriding overreaching interests tracing unincorporated associations and many more through the use of examples and simplistic definitions this is a student written guide to make tackling land equity as simple as possible case facts judgements and commentary are all provided giving you the necessary knowledge to ace your land or equity exams coupled with light humour to make studying a lot more bearable this guide supports you step by step to understanding property law its concepts the relevant definitions and content this is really and truly unique in that it is truly engaging and simple to follow and understand it s like the cgp revision guide for property law lamya al yazdi year 2 llb at soas university of london

Modern Studies in Property Law 2017-07-27 this important research review considers the seminal legal articles in property law and its subtopics published during the 20th and 21st centuries the coverage is broad as comprehensive as possible ranging from theoretical to practical and doctrinal the authors of the pieces under discussion are primarily american and all stand as leading figures in their respective fields the text
places its focus on topics of current interest including economic and non-economic theories of property the takings problem and the reform of the law of land use servitudes

**The Foundations of Property Law** 2019-04-06 this volume is the seventh instalment in the property law perspectives series produced by the young property lawyers forum yplf net a global network of young property law scholars this volume presents the carefully curated highlights of two consecutive conferences held at the university of maastricht and the university of glasgow a broad range of property law topics are covered in this book within the three themes of objects of property rights property and justice and property and land the chapters have been submitted by talented young researchers from jurisdictions around the world including serbia chile and south africa with each chapter providing an interesting analysis of an important aspect of property law this book merits the attention of every student and academic interested in new developments in property scholarship as well as of legal practitioners looking to place societal developments into a legal context

**Property Law** 2020 the law of personal property covers a very wide spectrum of scenarios and has had little detailed scrutiny of its overarching structure over the years this is a shame it is a system and can best be understood as a system indeed without understanding it as a system it becomes much more difficult to understand this new textbook is intended to provide a comprehensive and yet detailed coverage of the law of personal property in england and wales it includes transfer of legal title to chattels the nemo dat rule negotiable instruments and assignment of choses in action it also looks at defective transfers of property and the resulting proprietary claims including those contingent on tracing the tort of conversion bailment and security interests by bringing together areas often scattered throughout company law commercial law trusts and tort textbooks it enables readers to see common themes and issues and to make otherwise impossible generalisations across different contexts about the nature of the concepts english law applies throughout the book concepts are explained rigorously with reference to how they are used in commercial practice and everyday life the book will be of use to students on undergraduate commercial law courses or related llm
courses as well as those on integrated property law courses and particularly specialised personal property modules it will also be useful to academics and practitioners working in the area

**Property Law Perspectives VII** 2020-12-02 an examination of issues relating to reform of property law ranging from historical and comparative to the critical discussion of special current proposals

*The Principles of Personal Property Law* 2011-11-30 lexisnexis study guide property law 2nd edition is designed to assist students in learning the foundations for effective systematic exam preparation and revision each chapter clearly identifies and explains complex concepts within property law to help students with their understanding the most important and up to date cases are summarised to consolidate practical understanding of the theoretical concepts this new edition incorporates updated content and provides students with the key cases and commentary needed for success in property law exams features oÂeo this text simplifies exam study by providing students with the key cases and commentary needed for success in property law exams oÂeo students remember more with the help of short and concise paragraphs bullet pointed summaries and tables

*The Reform of Property Law* 1997

**LexisNexis Study Guide** 2014-12-05

---
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